THE CCEO MANUAL

TOOL: Who am I

Introduction

One of the great questions in life is “Who Am I?”. Understanding ourselves is a first key step to recognising our passions in life and having
the belief to follow them.
Having a passion in life is very powerful, it gives us energy, creates enthusiasm, becomes a driver, can build resilience and can be the basis
of new social capital. Above all having a passion in life can be the basis of a new career or business.
There is something truly invaluable about finding a passion in life, dedicating time to it and watching yourself improve and grow in it. You
don’t need money or instant gratification in order for it to have value, but it can be life changing.
This session uses clay as a medium for the learner to explore ‘who they are’ and what excites them in life. It a way to start excavating
buried dreams and passions. Passions that perhaps are the basis’s of new business ideas and startups.
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Who am I
Trainer’s delivery plan
Session Aim(s)

Learning materials

•

Introduction to the concept of creativity

•

Introduction to Art therapy

•

Using clay to explore “Who am I”

•

How discovering talents can be used to improve connections

Expected learning outcomes:
•
•

Understand how creativity is linked
to curiosity and improves problem
solving skills

•
•
•
•
•

Register
Learner workbook
Articles for promoting the imagination and creativity
A supply of clay
Evaluation forms

Differentiated learning outcomes
•

Curiosity

•

Fun and fulfilling activity, that can
provide benefits to emotional life;

•

Understanding that clay is
wonderful tactile medium that can
be very calming for adults

Identify how clay can be used to
express ones ‘being’.

Differentiation achieved through:
- Critical thinking
- Personal reflection
- Creative thinking

- Stimulates imagination
- Pride & accomplishment.
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Timings

Key Content

Trainer Activity

Learner Activity

Resources

5 minutes

Introductions

Trainer
introduction

Learners sign register

Register

15 minutes

Introduction to using clay as
a means of personal
expression and exploring
“Who am I”

5 minutes

Influence our senses

10 minutes

Site preparation work

Session outline

Learner introduction to the
group

Trainer leads a group
discussion on how using clay as
a means of personal expression
and exploring “Who am I”

The learner participates in the
groups discussion around the power
of clay as a means of exploring
“Who am I”

Trainer describes the history of
learning with clay

The learner considers the use of a
clay work of art and a metaphor
themselves

Trainer highlights and involves
the group in a discussion on
how clay therapy can affect
perceptions and how we
connect to other individuals or
groups.
The trainers read the
Declaration of Self-Esteem by
Virginia Satir, particularly
emphasizing that each of

Learners participant in discussion

Learners listen to Declaration of
Self-Esteem by Virginia Satir

Flip cup, articles
for promoting the
imagination and
creativity

Declaration of
Self-Esteem by
Virginia Satir
Clay or plasticine).
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participant is unique and
special
70 minutes

The real work with materials
(clay). It is recommended that
you create three creative
works.

Trainer introduces the topic First
piece of art – “Who am I?” Every
person has feeling (notion) about
himself and his place in the world.
Each participant renders
(transforms) the feeling about
himself into clay. Explore in-depth
himself. Its stimulates imagination

Learners participate in making 3 pieces
of art

Second piece of art – “Whom I
want to be?” In this piece of art
each participant renders
(transforms) the concept of whom
he wants to be and how he wants
to feel. Its stimulation self-esteem
- the feeling that they are in
control gives them the confidence
to communicate their vision;
Third piece of art – “How I feel
happiness?”
In this piece of art each
participant renders (transforms)
his own feeling about happiness.
Each piece of art needs to be
titled, it can be as metaphor,
expression or in words dressed
feeling.
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5 minutes

5 minutes

The end of time of tool
preparation of workshop
afterwards the cleaning up the
workshop site.

Trainer collected the target group
of works and collected shall be
grouped by themes.

Learners cleans up your work area

Session evaluation

Trainer hands out and collects
evaluation forms for the session

Learner completes session evaluation
form

Group work created the exhibition

Evaluation forms

Trainers notes:
Delivery time for this session is 2hrs and

30 minutes.

Leaners feelings and emotions during creation of these pieces of art. This lesson is designed to help learners what they see, to develop
their own curiosity, and we can see how different types of connections, which may affect the person or yourself to learn to use it for their
own benefit.
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What is Creativity
With this training programmer for creativity is to be taken into account in its widest sense. It is not just about it if anyone can draw or
something like that, it is also about how they see the outside world only develop their curiosity, asking why their creativity, and with the
development of their problem-solving skills.
v reflected on images in past, remembered my childhood;
v pleasant, never worked with clay before;
v inner reflection;
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v emptiness;
v good, bright, happy feelings;
v relief and interesting;
v it is nice to do something, what you usually do not do;
v during the creation of second art work I felt delighted, because of knowing I will be able to love again;
v felt exalted.
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The feelings and emotions after their completion?
 Positive emotions.
 Lovely, it turned out, if I want, then I can.
 Satisfaction.
 Felt good.
 Delighted on achieved.
 Feel satisfied with myself.
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What were the feelings and emotions during creation of these pieces of art?
Reflected on images in past, remembered my childhood;
pleasant, never worked with clay before;
inner reflection;
emptiness;
good, bright, happy feelings;
relief and interesting;
It is nice to do something, what you usually do not do;
during the creation of second art work I felt delighted, because of knowing I will be able to love again;
felt exalted.
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The Connected Economy
The Connected Economy about connection which involves a complex sharing of information, expectation and culture.
Beate Snuka Owner, Latvian Designer (www.beatesnuka.com ). She creates extraordinary products inspired from industry and crafts. Her
studio is located in Riga, Latvia in one of the city’s most creative neighbourhoods, but her work is mainly organized in collaboration with
Dutch product design companies.
An observer and analyser gathering information that strikes back in unique concepts that have no limits to size and context. The work process
can range from well-planned 3D modelling to chaotic hands – on approach leaving it all up to intuition and coincidence. She finds inspiration
in the mix of objects, technique, material and context it is in.
Fascinated by combining opposites from scale, weight, material, purpose and the effect that scenery and context change can dramatically
influence.
One of her main goals is to deliver beautiful timeless objects that are functional, well detailed and are subtle story tellers within. At the same
time bring up emotion, attachment and joy.
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Ceramic network

Words & Image collages by Style Indicator
Studies of natural resources and ancient traditional crafts are a major source of inspiration for industrial design. The final products are
often rough edged and have an earthy, primitive aesthetic. Recently this development seems to have affected fashion with expressive
textures, raw edges and organic silhouettes. Under creative direction of the talented Jonathan Anderson, the Spanish brand Loewe takes
the lead. I think his commitment to craft and materiality – interpreted in a very modernistic way – can result into new visions on fashion.
Many contemporary designers anticipate to the current economic systems, the growing aversion of mass production, a fully digitized life
and major environmental problems, by doing thorough research into raw, natural materials linked to either traditional crafts or cuttingedge innovative techniques. The often ultimately archaic design language – in wood, clay, glass, rattan, stone or metal – seems to connect
to a kind of back to basic, conscious lifestyle.
Also in a broader sense ‘back to the roots, back to nature’ is a subject that lives among a growing group of people. Just think about the
explosive interest in health and wellbeing, in the origin and preparation of our food, in farm-fresh beauty products or in recent
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architectural developments. More and more city dwellers are yearning for contemporary refuges like cabins, cottages and other rural
hideaways that provide contact with a natural environment.
Materials from earth – like wool, clay, leather, raffia, cotton, linen and hemp – processed into a product where the natural qualities and
characteristics truly come into their own, can be of tremendous value for fashion design
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Training Resources

APPENDIX:
1. Theoretic basis tool “Who am”
2. Articles for promoting the imagination and creativity
3. Justification of the tool “Who am I”
Learning sources and used literature: Henley, D. (2002). Clayworks in Art Therapy: Plying the sacred circle. Jessica Kingsley Publishers.
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Theoretic basis

Clay is a good material for therapeutic work, in order to help individual to transform his experience. In the Latvian nature clay can be found
everywhere, it is used by the ancient craft masters, potters and ceramists. The clay provides craft, but the craft – freedom.
The clay teaches person to talk to itself, therefore it is recommended to work with clay in silence. The connection between clay and man is
also mentioned in the Bible, as the source of what man was created.
―And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.‖
(Genesis 2:7, cited from Crusade Bible Publisher, Inc.)
The clay is useful material for those who find it difficult to express in words own feelings, emotions and thoughts. The clay stimulates to
discover the inner world, to see it and to transform it. Human can reach and change his personal and social goals by creating his emotional,
mind and behavioural symbols’ reflections in clay. The clay is perfect material to absorb strong emotions, including aggression.2
The clay as material drives in motion various human sense systems – touch, smell, sensor feeling.
As a natural material it allows the person to enjoy it and through it discover himself. It is possible
to replace clay with some other plastic materials, but they have to be flexible and transformable
during the work process, they should not brake or fracture.
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Step by step guide of the tool – 4 stages
0 stage – the creation of group, selection of participants. In this working group cannot be involved individuals with mental diseases and
allergic skin problems. Persons with schizophrenia cannot handle such treatment.
1. stage – Settling the participants’ thoughts on subjects, which later will be reflected into clay. At this stage all participants fill the
questionnaire regarding their age, sex, education and several questions in order to evaluate the changes after the clayworks therapy is over
(it will be filled also after the completion of therapy). In order to promote the creativity and imagination of participants, there is distributed
a set of metaphors by ValeriySinelnikovand self-esteem declaration by Virginia Satir.
2. stage – practical work with material (clay or plastics). Objective of the workshop is to promote openness and change of thinking of the
participant. During the practical work there are created three pieces of art, one piece of art per working session. There are foreseen three
separate working sessions, each last for 2.5 hours. Each session takes place once a week, therefore overall application of this tool requires
three weeks. It would not be practical to squeeze three sessions into one week, as it would lose the effectiveness of this tool. This tool has
a therapeutic nature and therefore the same as visits to psychologist, the effect comes from the visit to therapist and the time in between
the visits to give space for reflection of process.
First piece of art – “Who am I?” Every person has feeling (notion) about himself and his place in the world. Each participant renders
(transforms) the feeling about himself into clay.
Second piece of art – “Whom I want to be?” In this piece of art each participant renders (transforms) the concept of whom he wants to be
and
how he wants to feel.
Third piece of art – “How I feel happiness?” In this piece of art each participant renders (transforms) his own feeling about
happiness. Each piece of art needs to be titled, it can be as metaphor, expression or in words dressed feeling.
Three sequent pieces of art
The pieces of art are being made on the 40 X 40 cm liner. Each participant needs to have a half kilogram of clay for one piece of art. The
decision on volume of clay and how to use it, each participant has to make it by himself.
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3. stage – Feedback. Each participant fills the questionnaire in order to understand what exactly is meant by each piece of art. Participant
writes down in the questionnaire, what were the feelings and emotions during the process and what are the feelings after the completion
of it, what is the personal attitude towards these pieces of art?
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Articles for promoting the imagination and creativity
Declaration of Self-Esteem (Virginia Satir)
Please read this Declaration of Self-Esteem provided by the world known psychotherapist Virginia Satir (1916 – 1988). You can read it
regularly, learn it by heart and recite it privately in silence or loud as a prayer or mantra. This will help you to acknowledge that you are
resource for yourself and that you are the great value.
***
My Declaration of Self Esteem By Virginia Satir
I am Me. In all the world, there is no one else exactly like me. Everything that comes out of me is authentically mine, because I alone chose
it — I own everything about me: my body, my feelings, my mouth, my voice, all my actions, whether they be to others or myself.
I own my fantasies, my dreams, my hopes, my fears. I own my triumphs and successes, all my failures and mistakes. Because I own all of
me, I can become intimately acquainted with me. By so doing, I can love me and be friendly with all my parts. I know there are aspects
about myself that puzzle me, and other aspects that I do not know — but as long as I am friendly and loving to myself, I can courageously
and hopefully look for solutions to the puzzles and ways to find out more about me.
However, I look and sound, whatever I say and do, and whatever I think and feel at a given moment in time is authentically me. If later
some parts of how I looked, sounded, thought, and felt turn out to be unfitting, I can discard that which is unfitting, keep the rest, and
invent something new for that which I discarded. I can see, hear, feel, think, say and do. I have the tools to survive, to be close to others, to
be productive, and to make sense and order out of the world of people and things outside of me. I own me, and therefore, I can engineer
me. I am me, and I am Okay.3
Two weeks before starting practical work with material, participants of the claytherapy workshop everydayopen and read one encouraging
metaphor, they keep doing it until the beginning of the workshop.
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Justification of the tool “Who am I”

1. Name of tool: Who am I and what is my way.

2. Aim of tool:
Raising of self-awareness;
Stimulating the creative potential;
Reduction of psychological tension;
Self-knowledge.

3. Type of tool:
a. Work in group, maximum 8 persons.
4. Duration:
a. For complete implementation of tool there has to be three working sessions;
b. Duration of one working session approximately is from one and a half hour to two and ahalf hours;
c. There has to be foreseen time for preparation of workshop place and afterwards the cleaning up the workshop site.
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5. Target group (offenders, ex-offenders, persons in crisis, ex-prisoners);
a. This tool is suitable also for persons with dejection and with depression related symptoms;
b. For persons with tendency to commit suicide;
c. For persons with psychological problems, but not the ones suffering from schizophrenia. Persons with schizophrenia cannot
handle the clay therapy.

6. Materials for implementation of tool
a. Creation material (clay or plastic);
b. Creation tools, at least one stick, but basically all the creation work is done purely by hands and fingers;
c. Gouache colour, acryl colour for painting the pieces of art.

7. Expected outcomes:
a. Developed abstract thinking;
b. Improved positive communication;
c. Reduction of tension;
d. Self-knowledge.
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